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 I am a second year DPhil candidate at the Faculty of Music, funded by  State Scholarships 
Foundation in Greece, working in the field of ethnomusicology. The purpose of the 
ethnomusicologist is to understand cultures and societies where music is mediated. By observing 
everyday social practices and activities of a culture or/and society, one attempts to understand music 
as presented in a specific context. Rather than examining music from a Westernised aesthetic point 
of view, the ethnomusicologist tries to understand the values of music for an insider. To achieve 
this, ethnographic research can be conducted. “Ethnography” comes from the Greek words 
“Ethnos” (nation) and “Grafi” (writing) and it is a collection of writings about a society or/and 
culture. 
 My research field is experimental music making with repurposed media. I borrow the 
definition of “experimental music” from Joanna Demers, a musicologist who has worked on the 
aesthetics of noise: [Experimental is] “anything that has departed significantly  from norms of the 
time, but with the understanding that something experimental in 1985 could have inspired what was 
conventional by  1990” (Demers, Listening through the noise, 2010:7). More specifically, I am 
interested in communities that recontextualise objects that were not initially built  as music 
instruments, but have been modified to act as such. 
 Although the majority  of my research project is based on chip  music, that is, music produced 
by retro gaming consoles such as the Nintendo Game Boy, in this talk I present a side project: music 
inspired by ice. In the first part, I showcase the metaphorical relationship of ice, cold and music and 
in the second, the natural, ontological aspect that entails music produced by  instruments carved by 
ice. 
 The first  example I am using is derived from new wave music of the ‘80s. New wave was 
the music that characterised the rock/punk music of the early ‘80s. It was of Anglo-Saxon origin, 
but spread in many countries around the world. Dark music and lyrics were its basic characteristics, 
with lyrical themes derived from political encounters, “no future” punk ideology and pessimistic 
viewpoints. “Coldwave” and “Neue Deutsche Welle” were the French and German versions of New 
wave respectively. Minimal music, synthesizers and electronic music instruments as well as sound 
effects that affected space in sound perception were few of the characteristics of these genres. The 
overall feeling that the listener would acquire, is the sense of a dark, isolated, space or an arctic 
field, equally  isolated and lonely. In my presentation, I am using two songs to pinpoint the 
coldwave character: Oto - “Anyway” and KaS Product - “So young but so cold” and two more for 
the NDW: Grauzone - “Eisbär” and X-Mal Deutschland - “Polarlicht”. “Anyway” is a classic 
coldwave song with repetitive, minimal melodies, use of few instruments and mainly synthesizers. 
The introduction of “Eisbär” (“Ice bear”) represents an icy, windy field which is generated by 
synthesizers and reverb and noise effects. In a similar direction, “Polar licht” refers to the aurora 
effect experienced “from Alaska (US), to Kiruna (Sweden)”. And finally, “So young and so cold” is 
a coldwave hymn. 
 The second case study  I am exploring, is Ice Music by conducting ethnographic research at 
the 6th Ice Music festival in January 2011. Terje Isungset, a Norwegian experimental musician and 
composer started making music with ice about eleven years ago. Having experimented with other 
natural elements such as stones, bark and driftwood, Terje tried to bring together Norwegian folk 
music and his own personal conceptions of Norwegian nature and its importance to music-making. 
In 2005 he organised the first Ice Music festival that took place in his birthplace, Geilo, a mountain 
resort between Oslo and Bergen. The concept of his ice music is simple - everything has to be made 
of ice, with the odd exception of electronic amplification and sound reproduction technology, and 
some wooden and metallic parts needed for string instruments in order to tune them. Ice music 
festival is promoted as an eco-tourism event and is organised by Høve Støtt, an events organisation 
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and Destinasjion Geilo, which is the local tourism office. The festival takes place in Geilo not only 
because of its significance for local artist Terje, but also for practical reasons that rely  on weather 
conditions. Ice music instruments are affected severely by heat and require below zero temperatures 
to avoid melting. For the same reason, an ice music performance rarely exceeds a 45 minute 
schedule: firstly, the instruments will start to melt and secondly, performers and audience will find it 
difficult to bare the cold (average temperature -10 ℃). 
 The novelty of the 6th Ice Music festival was the creation of Islangeleik (image: below, left), 
the ice version of the traditional Norwegian instrument Langeleik, which is a small dulcimer. 
During the three days, the audience had the opportunity  to experience three concerts, one mediation 
“chill out” session and an ice sculpting show by the ice music instrument sculptor, Bill Covitz. After 
the festival, the majority of the music instruments are left to melt down, to return to nature as they 
are a loan in Terje’s words. I am using three videos from the Ice Music festival. Firstly, “Ding dang 
dalang”, a traditional “bell-tune” based on a folk tale that resembles the sound effect of church 
bells. Secondly, Terje, Bram Stadhouders (Holland) and Fatma Zidan’s (Egypt) collaboration which 
is a mixture of classical arabic singing, ice percussion and ice guitar with live electronics. Finally, 
from the midnight concert, I present one of the “Winter songs” composed by Terje and performed 
by Mari Kvien Brunvoll (vocals), Bram (ice guitar and live electronics) and Terje (vocals and 
icophones, image: below, right). 
 One of my  observations refers to the power relations between the people involved in the 
festival. As expected, sponsors are highly important to the festival, but instead of the organisation 
and marketing committee, the people that matter the most to the limited “ice” community  are Terje 
and Bill (arts administration and sculptor). From what I understand, they  are the only  ones that  have 
been involved in Ice Music festival since its beginning, and for this, they are accredited more 
respect by the community. One of the points that I find interesting is the branding of ice music by 
Terje. I wonder if there are any more musicians and composers that use ice in their music-making 
process - hence, Ice Music could be a genre - or if it is an isolated event, like the case of the 
Vegetable Orchestra (sounds generated from carved-up vegetables). Also, I am quite surprised that 
the instruments are meant to return to their natural environment as ice music is experimental and 
cannot be reproduced exactly  however, Terje has released six CDs, which are a reproduction and 
reassurance that the songs will sound the same every  time they are played. This seems controversial 
and I would like to achieve further insight into this. However, the most interesting point  of ice 
music for me is the evaluation system. Ice music instruments bear values related to ethnicity, 
ecology and identity and these values seem to be transferred to the musical outcome - the sounds of 
ice music - which is evaluated upon the importance of those values rather than Western 
musicological conventions such as structure and melody. As I have observed from my research in 
chip  music, this is common ground and it may be a turning point of music aesthetics in the 21st 
century. 
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